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- Advertisement - This trainer adds a completely new character to the game. She is an M.I.T. grad who knows all about technology and hacking. You can play as her to do things that are not available in the game. Also, if you defeat her you will receive a major weapon or weapon mod. E-mail admin@i-g-i.com for any help in playing this trainer, or questions about this trainer. Features -- Possibility of
hacks for: (Please note that the trainer needs additional features to work.) -- Adjustable difficulty levels. -- Playable while in single player or in co-op mode. -- Basic AI & ability to choose the difficulty level. -- Change the player class. -- Change the difficulty levels. -- Skill points per level. -- Skill points per item. -- Skill points earned per game day. -- Skill point bonuses. -- Skill point penalties. -Ability to record the game. -- Ability to re-record the game. -- Ability to edit videos. -- Ability to record for play on Twitch, or on YouTube. -- Ability to add subtitles to a video. -- Add any number of title frames (unlike the old HD trainer) How to get it First, download the trainer from the download section. Then, use the trainer to open the "i.g.i.2" file. This will take you to the game's main menu.
Second, open the "Addons" folder. It will be in the same directory as the "i.g.i.2" file. Third, inside the "i.g.i.2" file, there is a file called "i.g.i.2.xml". This file needs to be edited to include "dressing" code. This is simply a series of numbers that is copied into the main "dressing" file. To get the correct numbers, go to the file "GameShahrivar12" (for 12th version of the game) and open it. The game's
main menu should open. You should now be able to get into the main game. Once in the game, open the "Addons" folder and open the "Dressing" folder. The 82157476af
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